
Chapter 5
EU and Member States Agreements
with the Tobacco Industry

Preventive policies against illicit trade include cooperation frameworks established
by the EU and the Member States with tobacco manufacturers. Over the years, col-
laboration with tobacco companies has taken place under two main formats: (i) vol-
untary, non-binding memoranda of understanding (MoU) signed by Member States
individually and tobacco manufacturers, and (ii) legally binding enforceable agree-
ments concluded between theEU (and itsMember States) and the four largest tobacco
manufacturers. The fate of these agreements will impact the control of tobacco illicit
trade in both the UK and EU more widely. This will depend of their questionable
renewal generally and application by the UK post Brexit.

5.1 Voluntary Memoranda of Understanding

International tobacco companies and some EU countries entered into voluntary part-
nerships in the form ofmemoranda of understanding (MoUs). The declared objective
of MoUs is to combat illicit tobacco trade. The MoU between Philip Morris Inter-
national (PMI) and Italy concluded in 1999 was among the first such instrument
which served as a basis for dozens of similar agreements. The exact number of
MoUs signed between international tobacco companies and government agencies is
unknown, and generally the text of such agreements are not publicly available. Recent
estimates put the figure at around 120 (20 signed byBritishAmericanTobacco (BAT),
24 by Imperial, 30 by Japan Tobacco International (JTI), and 50 by PMI).1

1Crosbie et al. (2019)Memoranda of understanding: a tobacco industry strategy to undermine illicit
tobacco trade policies.
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In the specific case of the UK, the first MoUwas signed in 2002 by Gallaher (later
purchased by JTI) with HMC&E (today HMCR).2 The general focus of the MoU,
which is publicly accessible, is on cooperation and data sharing with the objective
of limiting trade in smuggled and counterfeit goods. Although not binding, the MoU
contains specific obligations. For instance, Gallaher undertakes to only supply prod-
ucts where there is a legitimate demand for the product in the intended final markets
and where information indicates any substantial smuggling of its products, to take
action to identify the supply routes and suspected export trade. Under the MoU, the
company also has to refuse sales where the end-sale (consumption) destination is in
doubt, revisit and where necessary discontinue the relationship with any particular
distributor if it discovers improper behaviour. It has to immediately terminate the
trading relationship if it concludes that any distributor is a smuggler of Gallaher
products or that the distributor is knowingly or recklessly supplying a smuggler with
such products. Also, pursuant to theMoU, Gallaher provides Customs, upon request,
with all relevant information about the intended destination of export consignments
as well as prompt access to export sales data.

Between 2002 and 2003, the UKGovernment signed similarMoUs with BAT, JTI
and in Imperial Tobacco (now Imperial Brands plc). Like the MoU with Gallaher,
the other MoUs focus on cooperation and information sharing, with a view of min-
imising the presence of the company’s brands in the UK illicit market. None of these
instruments creates binding legal obligations or foresees enforcement mechanisms.

TheMoUshave attracted criticism.3 Somecommentators have expressed concerns
with regard to the non-transparent character of such instruments—thus potentially
contravening FCTC Article 5.3 and the ITP. More generally, some have argued that
international tobacco companies have promoted the conclusion of MoUs as a way to
create connections with governments mainly to pre-empt more stringent regulation
of illicit trade. Also, some have remarked that since MoUs are, by definition, not
binding, they do not create accountability system or penalties for non-compliance,
rendering them ineffective at controlling illicit trade.4

The MoUs signed by the UK and currently in force should remain unaffected by
Brexit, irrespective of themodalities of the UK’swithdrawal from the EU. TheMoUs
have been concluded by the UK Government/HMRC and neither the EU nor any EU
institution or agency is a party to them. Also, contrary to the binding agreements
discussed below, since the MoUs are not legally binding, the UK can unilaterally
withdraw from them at any time.

2The text of the MoU is contained in a memorandum submitted by Gallaher Group Plc as written
evidence ordered by the House of Commons in 2005. See UK Parliament (2005) Memorandum
submitted by Gallaher Group Plc.
3Crosbie et al. (2019).
4Ibid.
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5.2 Binding Agreements

The MoUs described above should not be confounded with the legally binding and
enforceable agreements concluded between the EUand theMember States, including
the UK, on the one hand, and the world’s four largest tobacco manufacturers on the
other hand. In total, the EU and theMember States have signed four such agreements,
three of which are still in force. The first one was signed in 2004 with PMI—the
‘Anti-Contraband and Anti-Counterfeit Agreement and General Release’. It expired
in 2016 without being renewed. The agreements with JTI are supposed to remain in
place until 2022, whereas those with BAT and Imperial Tobacco are due to end in
2030. The texts of the agreements are available on the OLAF website.5

Under the terms of the four agreements, tobacco manufacturers agreed to pay a
collective total of $2.15 billion to the EU and to the Member States countries par-
ticipating in the agreements with the objective of fighting cigarette smuggling and
counterfeiting. The agreements also create obligations for tobacco manufacturers to
prevent their products from falling into the hands of criminals, notably by supplying
only those quantities required by the legitimate market, taking care that they sell to
legitimate clients only (‘know your customer’ programs). They also have to imple-
ment a tracking system to help law enforcement authorities if cigarettes are traded
illegally. Further, the agreements provide that companies shall compensate the Euro-
pean Commission and the Member States for lost taxes, duties, and other costs if the
authorities seize illicit tobacco products that are not counterfeit and provide funding
for anti-smuggling and anti-counterfeiting initiatives.

For instance, in the 2006–2015 period PMI paid a total of e2,275,471.07 for
seizures in relation to the UK. Of this total figure, e2,173,456.89 went to the UK,
whereas the remaining balance of e102,014.18 went to the EU. During the same
period, the grand total (EU-wide) paid by PMI for seizures under the agreement
amounted to e68,228,115.38.6

The agreements have drawn criticism from some authors since inception.7 Indeed,
some agreements were negotiated to settle or avoid legal disputes between tobacco
manufacturers and the EU in relation to the involvement of the former in smuggling
and money laundering. Regarding their usefulness in the fight against the evolving
illicit trade in tobacco products, in 2016, the EU Commission published an assess-
ment of the agreement with PMI.8 Although specific to the agreement with PMI, by
and large the same findings apply to the other agreements as well. The EU Commis-
sion’s assessment found that the PMI Agreement made an important contribution
to fighting PMI illicit trade in the past. At the same time, it acknowledged how the

5See OLAF (2018) Tobacco Smuggling. Sweden did not sign the BAT and ITL agreements.
6Member States received 90.3% of payments whereas 9.7% went to the general EU budget. See
EuropeanCommission (2016)Technical assessment of PMIAgreement andGeneralRelease,Annex
1—PMI Seizures Payments EU and Member State Shares.
7Joossens et al. (2016) Assessment of the European Union’s illicit trade agreements with the four
major Transnational Tobacco Companies.
8See European Commission (2016) Technical assessment of PMI Agreement and General Release.
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market and legislative framework have changed significantly since the entry into
force of the Agreement.

The illicit market has undergone significant changes. Therefore, in its assess-
ment, the EU Commission questioned the very relevance of such an instrument in
light of the surge of cheap (illicit) ‘whites’, taking into account the administrative and
reputational costs to public authorities resulting from the cooperation with tobacco
manufacturers.9 The tobacco control and anti-illicit trade legislative setting has also
evolved considerably since the entry into force of the PMI Agreement in 2004. The
EU Commission’s assessment highlights the limits of the PMI Agreement—and
consequently of the other agreements as well—in effectively tackling today’s illicit
trade. In particular, TPD-2 introduces new tools in the fight against the illicit trade of
tobacco products, as described in Sect. 6.1 below. The EU Commission’s assessment
nevertheless acknowledges that the PMIAgreement offers a global geographic scope
concerning tracking at a master case level, but has only achieved partial global cov-
erage in terms of marking at the pack level.10 Finally, the assessment finds that other
important aspects regulated in the PMIAgreement, such as due diligence, anti-money
laundering, seizure payments, and supports investigators, will be largely covered by
new future rules under the FCTC Protocol.

To date, three agreements signed by the EU and the Member States, including
the UK, remain in force. The JTI Agreement,11 together with the Mutual Cessa-
tion Agreement and the Agreement regarding Gallaher, was made on 14 December
2007 and binds JT International SA, JT International Holding BV, the EC, and the
EU Member States.12 For the EC, the MoU was signed by the Commission (double
signature Director General of the legal service and the Director General of OLAF).
The JTI Agreement will expire on 14 December 2022. The BAT Agreement,13 made
on 15 July 2010, binds British-American Tobacco (Holdings) Ltd, the EU, and 24
Member States. It will remain in force until 15 July 2030.The ITLAgreement,14 made
on 27 September 2010, binds Imperial Tobacco Ltd, the EU, and certain Member
States. It should remain in force until 27 September 2030. In light of the outcome
of the assessment of the agreement with PMI, it appears likely that the Commission
will take the same view in respect of the other three Agreements currently in force.

9Ibid p. 29.
10Ibid p. 30.
11The agreement is available online at OLAF (2016) Japan Tobacco 2007.
12The agreementswere all executed on 14December 2007. 26Member States signed the agreements
on the execution date; the UK signed the agreements in April 2009. The EU took over the legal
obligations of the EC in December 2009.
13The agreement is available at OLAF (2016) British American Tobacco (BAT) 2010.
14The agreement is available at OLAF (2016) Imperial Tobacco Limited (ITL) 2010.
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The three EU binding agreements with the manufacturers will stop applying with
regard to the UK after Brexit day. Should the UK nevertheless consider maintaining
such instruments, parties could negotiate a ‘roll over’. The UK could thus become
a stand-alone party in subsequent agreements with large tobacco manufacturers that
mirror the content of the original ones. The UK has already negotiated the ‘roll over’
of several free trade agreements it has subscribed to as an EU Member, as discussed
in Section 4 above. However, if the UK will consider the conclusions reached by
the EU Commission on this topic, the request for post-Brexit industry agreements
may have to come from the industry itself proving their continued relevance. As
pointed out in the Commission’s assessment, ITP has a global reach and “contains
many provisions broadly similar to those of the tobacco agreements”.15 Beside the
questions relating to the actual need for such formal cooperation, any involvement
of the industry risks facing considerable challenges by various stakeholder groups,
including under Art. 5.3 of the FCTC requiring protection of tobacco control policies
from commercial and other vested interests of the tobacco industry.16
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